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Chair of  
the Board  
statement

Martin Joyce
Chair of the Board

By working with Liberty Sense, Liberty has 
set itself apart from its competitors. The 
Liberty Sense principles and culture have 
been central to the business’s resilience 
during the COVID-19 pandemic which 
have allowed Liberty to remain strong and 
overachieve profitability targets, delivering 
a profit before tax of £503k. 

COVID-19 impacted businesses worldwide, but 
through the implementation of a robust business 
continuity plan and close partnership working with 
clients, Liberty was able to successfully navigate the 
challenges and maintain people-focused services 
to keep people safe in their homes. 

Through Liberty’s Agility Programme, which 
continued throughout the pandemic, the business 
has	continued	to	grow,	make	efficiencies	and	
improve its ways of working to achieve better 
outcomes for customers, clients and colleagues. 

The impact of this work, which has taken place across all areas of the  
business is evident in the excellent performance which the business has 
reported for 2020/21 which has included its highest ever sales of c£5m  
in the Repairs, Maintenance and Construction Division, the saving of over  
£500k	through	efficiencies	as	part	of	the	Agility	Programme,	achieving	 
106.1% cash conversion, and increased colleague job satisfaction.

Liberty also successfully launched NetZero Collective during 2020/21, an 
independent consultancy which will support landlords across the UK to  
achieve their decarbonisation goals, and to grow Liberty’s experience in  
the	decarbonisation	retrofit	sector	which	will	become	more	important	in	 
the coming decades, aligned to the Government’s net zero 2050 mandate.

Liberty is now in a great position to capitalise on the successes of 2020/21  
and to continue to grow and capitalise on a strong existing order book of  
work,	increasing	profitability,	increasing	turnover	and	the	reduction	of	waste	
through the Agility Programme. 

I believe that as the go-to people for property services, Liberty has a unique 
positioning based on our values of openness, passion, trust and respect  
which will see the business continue to deliver against its purpose to improve 
lives for all.

Key achievements

c£5m 
Highest ever sales in 
March 2020 (R&M)

£503k 
PBT against forecast 
loss of c£1m (due to 
impacts of COVID)

1/3
Reduction in attrition 
year on year 

+30% 
Within Heating & 
Compliance our 
productivity improved 
by over 30%

79%
Job satisfaction  
(up from 72%)

97.9%
Waste prevented  
from	landfill
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Introduction  
from  
Ray Jones
We are entering an exciting period within 
Liberty, building upon the investment and 
foundations laid of recent years. As we look 
to grow our offer and services, we will keep 
client and customer satisfaction at the front 
and centre of our mission to be the go-to 
people for property services. 

Liberty’s people are key in delivering future success 
and we will continue to recognise this as we invest 
in them to achieve their potential, and to further 
improve	the	performance	and	efficiency	of	the	
business. Success for Liberty is success for all. 

As an employer we value fairness, respect,  
equality, diversity, inclusion and engagement  
and are on the journey to becoming an accredited 
employer through Investors in Diversity. The 
work we are doing in this area is already having a 
positive	impact,	and	is	reflected	in	the	year	on	year	

improvements being made in our median gender pay gap, which reduced  
by 1/3rd between 2019 and 2020.

Our people’s great reaction to the COVID-19 pandemic strengthened the 
business fundamentally and puts us in a great position for the year ahead. 

The business developed positively across all facets during 2020/21 and 
although	the	pandemic	posed	significant	challenges;	the	Liberty	team	has	risen	
magnificently	to	each	of	them.	Their	ability	to	flex,	change	and	be	agile	to	the	
changing external environment has fundamentally improved safety performance, 
productivity,	financial	performance,	the	people	offer	&	client	services.

Delivery of our core service offerings is key, and we ended 2020/21 in excellent 
shape. But we can’t rest there and will continue to look ahead and focus on client 
and customer needs. Over the next 12 months we will develop Liberty’s services 
around these requirements utilising technology and data coupled with an open 
and transparent approach to contracting.

We will continue to focus on our core service areas, centred around heating, 
compliance, property repairs, maintenance, and construction. But as our clients 
expand their own understanding of what they must to do to transition their 
businesses for the net zero future, what they need from their supply chain will 
also transform. 

As we continue to focus on client and customer need, Liberty will expand our 
expertise in the decarbonisation sector and through our partnership with 
NetZero Collective will position ourselves to support clients with the planning 
and delivery of their decarbonisation ambitions.

Trusted relationships are the only sustainable way to deliver continued growth in 
both top and bottom-line performance enabling reinvestment back into Liberty 
and into the communities in which we work, through ForViva.

Above all we will deliver personal, smart and altogether better property services 
that make sense.

Key achievements

+61 
Net Promoter Score, 
against target of +30

106.1% 
Cash conversion for 
2020/21	financial	year

10 
Clients working with 
NetZero Collective 
on decarbonisation 
retrofits

Launch of new ‘green’ 
fleet

100% 
Contractual gas 
compliance achieved 
across all Heating 
Compliance contracts

1.9 days 
Short term staff sickness 
rate (down from 3.23 
day for 2019/20)

£13m 
Sutton Way scheme 
won
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S E C T I O N  0 1

Who we are
We are Liberty - a one-stop shop for property 
providers. 

We supply property repairs, maintenance and 
construction, heating and compliance services, 
maintenance and installation of renewables and 
net-zero carbon technologies, and service centre 
provisions.

Our ethos is to be personal, smart and altogether 
better. We focus on the people we serve, thinking 
ahead for them to deliver better outcomes every  
day, and best value for clients and customers.

This means peace of mind for clients and excellent 
services for customers.

Group structure
Our ownership makes us different.

Liberty is wholly owned by ForViva, a social purpose 
business that improves lives.

Any	profits	that	Liberty	makes,	are	either	invested	
back into Liberty to grow our business, or they’re 
reinvested via ForViva to build affordable homes and 
have a positive impact in the community.

Our industry is changing. But we are ready to embrace 
this change as an agile and forward thinking business. 
Together with clients we will achieve our vision to 
improve lives and our mission to be the go-to people 
for property services. We will provide personal, smart 
and altogether better property services, building on 
recent achievements of:

• Ensuring gas compliance for over 180,000 
properties across the UK

• The repairs, maintenance and construction division 
operating	with	an	upper	quartile	first	time	fix	rate.

Altogether 
better
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COVID-19 response
In March 2020, the COVID-19 pandemic hit the UK causing 
disruption on a scale rarely seen in history. Liberty reacted 
quickly	to	the	outbreak;	implementing	a	bespoke	COVID-19	
Business Continuity Plan that moved swiftly between splitting 
teams	between	offices	to	agile	working	to	ensure	services	could	
continue as far as possible. 

In an extraordinary effort, over 1000 furlough forms were 
processed by the Liberty People Team in 72 hours, saving 170 jobs.

Due	to	our	proactive	approach	with	clients;	5	decided	to	extend	
their contracts with us as we worked hard to ensure the most 
vulnerable in society were kept safe and warm. And during April 
and May 2020 at the height of the pandemic we safely undertook 
21,924 emergency gas repairs and 9,294 emergency building 
repairs with no risk posed to clients or customers.

The safety and wellbeing of colleagues and customers remained 
the	highest	priority	throughout	and	we	issued	HSEQ	briefings	to	all	
staff	to	ensure	all	official	advice	was	being	followed	whilst	carrying	
out works to the most vulnerable at this time of stress for them.

Due	to	our	agile	transformation	of	the	business;	we	remained	
operating as close to business as usual as possible during 
lockdown before implementing remobilisation plans to return  
staff	safely	to	offices	when	government	restrictions	allow.

Our mission
Our mission is to be the ‘go-to people for property services’.

Thinking ahead, working smarter, going further and being people 
focused, means we provide an exceptional, all-round experience.

We collaborate with clients — making life easier for everyone — 
anticipating needs and addressing problems before they occur  
to reduce hassle, costs and time.

People focusedOur values

Our principles
We live out our values through our principles. 

Liberty has four principles which we live by every day. 
By	working	in	this	way,	we	can	deliver	right	first	time	
services that make good sense for customers and 
clients nationwide. We think it makes sense – Liberty 
Sense. 

Every day we are:

PASSION OPENNESS RESPECT TRUST

Simply innovative

Always accountable

Helpfully smart
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Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG)
Liberty’s environmental, social and governance activities are 
driven by our vision to improve lives and our ‘Liberty Sense’ 
principles of being people focused, helpfully smart, always 
accountable and simply innovative. We work with clients and 
partners to ensure that our ESG activity is aligned to their  
goals and values.

As part of our identity as a responsible and people-focused 
business, we have committed to:

• being a carbon neutral business by 2035

• creating	green	collar	roles	within	the	business;	roles	operating	
in the environmental area of the business

• support clients and partners to develop and deliver their 
decarbonisation	retrofit	ambitions	through	NetZero	Collective

• giving all company car drivers the options of a zero-emission 
vehicle and an ongoing commitment to introduce zero-
emission	vehicles	into	our	van	fleet	in	line	with	current	
contracts

• being	part	of	the	5%	club;	ensuring	at	least	5%	of	our	
workforce are apprentices, with training supported by  
the Liberate Academy

• sourcing 80% of our electricity requirements from renewable 
sources by 2030

Shashil Perkash was undertaking the repair work as part of our gas servicing 
and maintenance contract with Crawley Homes. 

During the works, he learnt from the customer, that her son had just 
completed	his	NVQ	levels	1	and	2	for	plumbing	but	was	struggling	to	find	
an employer that would provide him with hands on experience while he was 
continuing	his	qualifications.	

She explained that Ali needed an apprenticeship but that it was a challenging 
time as no one was hiring because of the coronavirus pandemic. 

During the conversation, Shashil began sharing his experiences working  
for	Liberty	and	the	flexibility	and	opportunities	that	are	offered	to	staff.	 
He suggested that Ali bring his CV up to date and encouraged him to  
send it to him so that he could share it with Liberty’s contract team. 

Keeping to his word, Shashil forwarded Ali’s CV to Liberty’s contracts 
manager Carl Himsworth for Crawley Homes and they both agreed that  
he would be a good candidate for an apprenticeship with the team once  
a role became available. 

In September 2020, this became a reality. An apprentice vacancy opened  
up and Ali was invited to an interview and was successful in being offered 
the job.

Ali said: “I couldn’t believe my luck when an appointment to get our 
boiler repaired opened the door for me to secure an apprenticeship with 
Liberty.	It	was	a	really	difficult	time	over	the	summer	to	be	doing	plumbing	
qualifications.	The	practical	experience	I	needed	wasn’t	easy	to	gain	because	
of the pandemic.” 

Councillor Ian Irvine, Cabinet member for Housing at Crawley Borough 
Council, said: “This is a great story and just shows that opportunity can  
knock when you least expect it! I wish Ali all the best as he embarks on  
his career working in our properties with Liberty.”

Case study
Ali Merrouche couldn’t believe his 
luck when a visit from an engineer 
to repair his parent’s boiler turned 
into the first steps in securing 
his position as Liberty’s newest 
apprentice. 
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• giving all colleagues 1 day a year paid volunteering leave  
to support business led initiatives

• supporting local sustainability and supply chains, 
demonstrating a commitment to working with local partners 
and providing employment opportunities in the areas in  
which we work 

• working with local schools and young people as part of our 
strategy of building for the future. Helping to shape more 
opportunities for young people and emphasising that working 
in property services is a great career choice 

• diversifying our skills and expertise to suit the needs of a 
changing marketplace aligned to the Government target  
of a net zero carbon economy by 2050

We will report on the status of these commitments in an annual 
report, and they will form the basis of a new corporate social 
responsibility strategy.
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NetZero Collective
Led by property services business Liberty, the NetZero  
Collective has been developed in response to the national 
challenge to achieve a net zero carbon economy by 2050.

Together with low carbon energy specialists, and academic 
research partner, University of Southampton, represented  
by the Energy and Climate Change Division (ECCD), the  
NetZero Collective delivers independent consultancy to  
housing associations and local authorities to help inform  
their decarbonisation strategies and plan for large scale  
retrofit	programmes	aligned	to	PAS2035.

Ray Jones, Managing Director of Liberty, said: “Climate  
change and the national target to achieve a carbon neutral 
economy	by	2050	is	a	significant	challenge	for	the	housing	 
sector and property services providers will need to rise  
to. This challenge needs a change in strategy and new  
investment, and it is clear transformation is the only way  
forward to ensure we play our part in making the UK meet  
its targets.

“The NetZero Collective has been developed because  
everyone involved believes that our building sectors need to  
be at the forefront of this agenda. That is why we brought  
together a team of industry and academic experts to explore  
the best and most cost-effective ways to decarbonise buildings 
in the UK. We believe that this smart and straightforward 
collaboration will enable housing providers and commercial 
property owners to make the right investment decisions,  
based on strong data and research.”

Business Plan 2021-24  - 15

Case
study
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Crawley Borough Council’s first  
decarbonisation retrofits.

October	2021	saw	Crawley	Borough	Council	begin	its	first	
decarbonisation	retrofit	programme.	The	works,	carried	
out by Liberty and Crawley Borough Council’s long-term 
partnering contractors, are expected to save 572 tonnes  
of CO2 by 2050, saving residents an average of £600 a  
year on their fuel bills.

NetZero Collective worked as a consultant to design  
the	8-home	retrofit	programme.	NetZero	Collective’s	
approach aimed to minimise energy demand by improving 
the	fabric	of	the	property	first,	before	switching	to	a	low	
or	zero-carbon	energy	source.	The	other	key	benefit	is	
the commitments of the collective to develop local supply 
chains, and work in collaboration with the local college to 
develop the skills required to ensure that demand can be 
met in future years.

Following the analysis of a selection of homes owned  
by Crawley Borough Council, it has found some of them 
would	benefit	from	an	improved	loft	insulation,	new	
external walls and cavity insulation to minimise energy 
demand. A number of the homes will also receive a  
mixture of zero-carbon technologies, including air source 
heat pumps, solar photovoltaics and battery storage as 
part	of	the	programme.	The	retrofit	works	are	projected	 
to eliminate 101.6% of the carbon emissions from the  
8 homes.

Neil Waite, NetZero Collective Lead, said: “Achieving net 
zero-carbon emissions by 2050 is a significant challenge for 

all of us. Those of us in the property sector need to commit 
ourselves to doing our part. Embracing change, innovating 
our processes and investing in our assets is the only way we 
can contribute to the UK’s plan to reach the target.

“We created the NetZero Collective because we wanted to 
bring together a team of experts to ensure climate change 
is brought to the front of the agenda. It has enabled us 
to explore ways we can improve our businesses and CO2 
outputs to become more efficient.”

Councillor Ian Irvine, Cabinet Member for Housing, added: 
“We are delighted that Crawley Borough Council tenants 
will be the first to benefit from the retrofit scheme, which will 
help us move towards our goal of being net zero by 2050. 

“This project also demonstrates a real investment in the 
community with the upskilling of our workforce to meet 
future needs and working in collaboration with Crawley 
College to educate future students on this technology with 
its newly built dedicated energy centre.” 

Retrofit	assessments	will	be	carried	out	by	NetZero	
Collective with temperature, humidity and energy usage of 
each property being monitored for a minimum of 3 months, 
including at least 1 winter month. 

The university assess the monitored data to enable the 
retrofit	plan	to	be	produced.	Monitoring	continues	after	
the	properties	have	been	retrofitted	to	determine	if	net	
zero has been achieved but also to support the tenant in 
adopting the new technology.



2019 20222020 20232021 2027

Spring 2019
First trials of 
electric small 
commercial 

vehicles

Summer 2019
Electrification of 

the passenger car 
fleet identified as 

a ‘quick-win’

Autumn 2019
Trials began with 
all-electric and 
plug-in-hybrid 
passenger cars

Spring 2020
Development of a  

new company car list, 
with all passenger 

vehicles either 100% 
electric, plug-in-hybrid 

or mild hybrid.

Autumn 2020
New company car 

list is launched 
alongside an offer to 
contribute towards 
installation of staff 

home charging 
points

Autumn 2020
Feasibility review 
begins looking 
at workplace 
chargers at 

Liberty’s offices

Winter  
2020/21

First all-electric 
cars are delivered 

to fleet drivers

Winter  
2020/21

Trial of 2nd 
generation 

electric small 
commercial 

vehicles

Spring 2021
Commitment for 
further electric 

commercial 
vehicle trials

Summer 2021
95% of the 
passenger  
car fleet is  
all-electric.

Summer 2021
Trials expanded 

to include 
more vehicle 

manufacturers

Autumn 2021
Feedback from 

commercial vehicle trials, 
allowing for identification 

of roles/vehicles 
and contracts where 

electrification  
is possible

Autumn 2021
Policy for ‘operative 

work force’ 
home charging 

repayments  
finalised

Autumn 2021
First order of  
10 all-electric 

commercial vehicles 
placed

Winter 2021
Second order of 
10+ all-electric 

commercial  
vehicles placed

Spring 2022
100% of the 

passenger car fleet 
all-electric or  

hybrid

Spring 2022
First all-electric 

commercial vehicles 
join the fleet

Summer 2022
Delivery of  

second order of  
all-electric 

commercial  
vehicles

Autumn / Winter 
2022 Continued 

monitoring of 
electric vehicle 

performance and 
trials of new  

vehicles 

Spring 2023 
Orders for wider 

commercial 
vehicle 

electrification 
finalised

Autumn 2023 
Existing fleet 

contracts come to 
an end. Migration 
to all-electric fleet 

begins.

Summer 2027  
All-electric 

fleet 
completed

Liberty’s Electric Vehicle Road Map
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S E C T I O N  0 2

Our vision is Improved Lives

To be  
the go-to people  

for property services

HSE & 
compliance

People 
& culture

Client  
& growth

Finance &  
commercial

Customer Efficiency	 
& continuous  
improvement 

Our offer is right first 
time services

Our DNA

Essence
Personal, smart and 

altogether better

Belief
By focusing on the people we 
serve and thinking ahead for 
them we can deliver better 

outcomes every day

Passion Openness

Liberty Sense: Outcome focused, with care, working together 
to reduce issues, making places safe, smart and better for all.

Principles
People focused 

Simply innovative
Always accountable

Helpfully smart

TrustRespect

S E C T I O N  0 2

Through a robust approach and fit for purpose 
infrastructure we will meet the needs of clients 
and deliver on our key outcomes.

To do this we’ve outlined six areas  
of focus:
• People and culture

• HSE and compliance

• Customer

• Clients and growth

• Finance and commercial

• Efficiency	and	continuous	improvement

Areas of 
focus
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Simona Ricketts 
Director  
of People

 
Liberty Sense 
Awards

New ED&I  
employee group

100% 

79% 

COVID-secure 
working environment

Job satisfaction
(up from 72%)

People and culture
Investment in people
Through technical and compliance training, line management 
training, leadership development, apprenticeships and personal 
development opportunities we will focus on providing Liberty’s 
people with opportunities to develop and grow contributing 
to a safety culture, improving employee retention rates and 
commitment levels and the overall success of the business. 
By engaging with clients and local schools we are providing 
opportunities for training and local employment to people in  
the communities where we work.  

Engagement and recognition
Everyone contributes to our success and through improved 
engagement	activities;	we	will	enhance	employee	experience	 
and wellbeing. 
 
We want people to give their best each day and feel happy and 
fulfilled	at	work.	We	recognise	colleagues	who	demonstrate	
Liberty Sense and go the extra mile by rewarding behaviours that 
deliver the best service to clients, which contribute to improved 
business performance.

-1/3rd 

Reduction in median 
gender pay gap from 
2019 to 2020

Key achievements

Incentivisation
We strive to ensure that our workforce remains happy, motivated and  
productive, delivering excellent customer service. We have implemented a 
number of performance related incentives which are centred around quality  
and customer satisfaction. A job done well deserves to be recognised.

Gender pay gap
We are committed to improving our gender pay gap and whilst vast 
improvement has been noted over the last 3 years, we acknowledge there 
is still more to be done. We continue to work hard on attracting more 
women into the sector through the provision of training and development 
opportunities,	flexible	working,	work	placements	and	partnerships	with	 
local schools and clients.
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Balance
We understand that a balanced and diverse workforce adds 
value to Liberty’s business. It encourages innovation brings new 
perspectives and ideas, and helps to challenge us to do things 
better. Equality, Diversity and Inclusion lies at the heart of our 
people strategy, we want to be a truly inclusive workplace where 
all people can thrive. 

Balance is all about making sure that we have a workforce which 
represents the local labour market and the communities in which 
we work.

ED&I group
Liberty wants to ensure that our workplace is inclusive 
independent of sex, age, ethnic origin or nationality, sexual 
orientation, background or any other characteristic everyone 
within the business has access to the equal opportunities, feels 
able	to	have	their	voice	heard	and	feels	confident	to	put	forward	
ideas and seek and access the support they require to be 
successful.	To	enable	this;	we	have	set	up	an	Equality,	Diversity	
and Inclusion meeting group that is open to all our people to join. 

The group helps shape the company’s approach to inclusivity 
going	forward;	and	gives	people	the	opportunity	to	speak	on	–

• Their experience of inclusivity at Liberty

• How	we	influence	and	drive	policies	to	increase	opportunities	
for all

• How we ensure unconscious bias is recognised through 
education and engagement

2019 was a milestone year for Charlotte 
Kinnarid, Contract Manager at Liberty. She 
celebrated her 50th birthday, got married  
and it marked 12 years since she first  
joined Liberty. 

“When I look back, I’m very proud of how I 
progressed	in	my	field.	Career	paths	are	rarely	
straight roads and I joined Liberty in 2007 after 
working in a stressful and negative environment 
which had taken its toll.

 “I have always been passionate about learning 
and adding to my knowledge, so I have been very 
fortunate that Liberty has provided lots of training 
and opportunities to develop new skills”

“I now manage a team of 66 people and get 
to put the knowledge I’ve gained through my 
qualifications	into	practice	every	day.	I	have	

worked hard to foster a positive culture and 
have invested in my team and I’m proud to say 
that staff retention has really improved.”

 “I love to take any opportunity to pass on 
things I’ve learned over the years, successes 
as well as bumps in the road. Thinking about 
women at the beginning of their careers I’d 
say grab opportunities that are offered to 
you. An apprenticeship? An NVQ? These can 
be real springboards for a successful future.”

Case study
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Roy Butler 
Director of Health  
and Safety
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Key achievements

Technical Audit Pass 
Rate (SLT)
Monthly / Snapshot

Safety Audit Pass Rate 
(Group)
Monthly / Snapshot

Lost Time Incidents Frequency 
Rate (Group)
Monthly / Snapshot

RIDDOR - Personal 
Monthly / Snapshot

<5

Significant	Investigation	
Within 5 Days (SLT)
Monthly / Snapshot

>90%

Audit Closure Rate (SLT)

Monthly / Snapshot

100%

1 x WIP All Engineers Via 
Ops (SLT)
Quarterly / Snapshot

>90%

>92%

>96%

<0.42

Health & safety
HSE and compliance
Our ethos
Our ethos is a simple one, we have shared values and beliefs 
enabling us to agree what’s important through collective 
stakeholder collaboration, putting a real emphasis on sensible 
risk	management	when	we	consider	productivity	and	profit.	

The Liberty team not only follow policies, procedures and risk 
management measures rigorously, but everyone involved in our 
business has a real say in how safety is embedded in practical 
everyday terms. 

Good colleague engagement is critical for us in achieving our health 
and safety goal of zero harm. As such we promote open, strong and 
meaningful conversations throughout the business, making the most 
of the experience and insight our colleagues can offer.

Although our management teams are at the heart of cultivating
a positive health and safety culture, we understand that by
empowering colleagues at all levels, to make safety a priority,
make decisions, report issues and take action is key to our success.  

This approach helps us develop a proactive and generative approach 
to health and safety throughout the business which has been central 
to our success in reducing injuries and RIDDORs across the business.

Targets for 2021/22

11 
Reduction in total 
injuries in 2020/21 
compared to 2019/20

67% 
Reduction in personal 
RIDDORS in 2020/21 
compared to 2019/20

6% 
Reduction in lost time 
incident frequency rate 
in 2020/21 compared 
to 2019/20

64%
Reduction in technical 
RIDDORS in 2020/21 
compared to 2019/20

3% 
Increase in safety audit 
pass rates in 2020/21 
compared to 2019/20
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The business has been awarded the Gold Award for the second year running at the  
RoSPA Award.

The awards, run by the Royal Society of the Prevention of Accidents, recognise excellence  
in health safety across a range of industries. 

As a national property service specialist working with a broad range of social landlords, 
local authorities, commercial and public sector clients and covering more than 220,000 
properties across the country, Liberty puts the safety of its staff and those living in homes 
and communities where it operates at the heart of everything it does. 

Roy Butler, Director of Health & Safety, from Liberty said: “It’s great news that our efforts in the 
area of health and safety have been recognised. Health and safety is not just something we 
do at Liberty, it’s part of our culture and our heritage. Our staff receive all of the training and 
support that they need to be able to comply with regulations and deliver services in a way that 
will ensure their safety and the safety of the community.”

Case study
Liberty has been 
recognised for its 
commitment to  
health and safety.
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Customer
Focusing on people
By structuring the business in a way that allows customers to 
define	and	shape	the	services	they	need,	we	are	easy	to	transact	
with and deliver better outcomes every day.

Liberty is experienced in managing both standalone services  
and contracts combining multiple service areas in a simple,  
hassle-free way. In the coming years we intend to deliver even 
more services direct to customers and by maintaining our focus 
on delivering customer excellence, we will maintain our excellent 
NPS scores, and sector leading Trustpilot rating. 

George Mallon
Transformation and 
Customer Director

Social housing white paper response
The Social Housing White Paper sets out the actions the Government will take 
to ensure that residents in social housing are safe, are listened to, live in good 
quality homes, and have access to redress when things go wrong.

Liberty aims to be aligned to the principles of the White Paper as much  
as possible.

The use of data and transparency of that data is key, and we will ensure we  
do this through our focus on two Agility Projects (Visual Management &  
White	Paper	Alignment).	White	Paper	Alignment	will	specifically	look	at	the	
suggested actions, including the use of data and how we provide clients with 
assurance of what we have done for them over the course of the year, taking  
into consideration the draft tenant satisfaction measures.

Liberty’s customers will have the right to ask for more data from their landlords 
if necessary and this may include their performance on areas we carry out 
for them. To support this, we will be reviewing our complaint policy to ensure 
it is aligned to the compliant handling code so there thought be a seamless 
ownership of complaints.

Several	legislative	changes	are	still	to	come,	but	specific	items	like	the	Building	
& Fire Safety Bill will need to be reviewed as and when updated/changed.

The Housing Ombudsman has the power to name and shame landlords, 
therefore by extension if we are the cause of the issue. Therefore our focus  
on quality and output is very important to protect the Liberty brand.

Key achievements

+52 
Net promoter score  
for	the	financial	year

81% 
Customer satisfaction 
with ‘quality of work’

81%
Customer satisfaction 
with the Service Centre

86% 
Customer satisfaction 
with ‘operative 
professionalism’
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Clients and growth

Overarching growth strategy
The overarching growth strategy is centred on delivering excellent 
customer and client satisfaction. We understand the needs of 
customers and clients. They want services that are personal, less 
hassle,	low-cost	and	right-first	time.	We	tailor	services	around	
these	needs	to	deliver	clients’	objectives	and	give	first	class	
customer service.

Liberty has a strong history in the heating and compliance sector 
and the repairs and maintenance sector and will continue to 
maintain specialisms in these areas.

Over the next three years, will also develop other specialist areas, including  
facilities management and commercial works and both ‘trade’ services and 
‘property and customer management’ services.

As a forward-thinking business, we use our industry knowledge and market 
experience to plan for future changes in the sector.

As the economy moves towards a zero-carbon future we will adapt. However, 
gas will remain an important part of our business offering, and we will continue 
to support clients to install and maintain gas fuelled appliances as part of their 
asset mix.

However, the business will diversify into new technologies to create a full service 
offering	fit	for	the	future.

Trade services
• Repairs and maintenance

• Heating and other cyclical compliance and inspection programmes, 
decarbonistaion, renewable energy and construction

Property and customer management services
• Contact centres and telephony

• Property/asset management

• Void management

Key achievements

+15% 
Total tendered, £258m 
in 20/21 compared to 
£225m in 19/20

+71% 
Bid win ratio, 24%  
in 20/21 up from 
14% for 19/20

£63m
Value of contracts won 
in 20/21, up from £31m 
in 19/20

30% 
Bid win ratio

£90m 
Value of contracts 
secured

James Bowman
Assistant Director  
of Business  
Development

Targets for 2021/22

£300m 
Total tendered value
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Order book future yearsSustainable growth
All divisions order book
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22/23 23/24 24/25 25/26 26/27 27/28 28/29 29/3021/22

Secured Await award Pipeline

140,000,000

105,000,000

70,000,000

35,000,000

0

Liberty has secured revenues of c£370m with c£170m of opportunities 
awaiting award. This provides the business an enviable 3-year revenue 
visibility enhanced further by a healthy order book.
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Client retention
Contracts extended during 2020/21 New contract wins during 2020/21

Caerphilly
Annual value: £370k
Secured value: £370k

Mid Devon
Annual value: £320k
Secured value: £320k

Black Country Housing
Annual value: £225k
Secured value: £225k

Leeds
Annual value: £3.5m
Secured value: £10.5m

Magenta Living
Annual value: £2.5m
Maximum contract value: 
£7.5m

Linc
Annual value: £380k
Maximum contract value: 
£1.9m

Muir Housing
Annual value: £706k
Maximum contract value: 
£5.6m

Trafford
Annual value: £2.4m
Secured value: £4.8m

MHS Homes
Annual value: £1.8m
Secured value: £1.8m

Wrexham
Annual value: £500k
Secured value: £1m

Wrexham
Annual value: £4m
Maximum contract value: 
£8m 

East Devon
Annual value: £450k
Secured value: £450k

Beyond Housing
Annual value: £450k
Secured value: £450k

Cheshire West and Chester
Annual value: £4.5m
Maximum contract value: 
£13.8m

Home Group
Annual value: £814k
Maximum contract value: 
£2.4m
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Simon Hindley 
Finance Director

Finance and commercial
Cash and funding
Liberty has access to external banking facilities of £5.9m for  
use in its everyday working capital management. If additional 
facilities are required, the Groups funders have indicated their 
willingness to provide additional funding to support the growth  
in the business. 

As well as working capital facilities the Group has access to 
asset	financing	facilities	of	£12m,	supporting	its	fleet	and	ICT	
expenditure.

Cash generated from operating activities for the March 2021 
financial	year	came	to	£5.2m	and	this	strong	performance	is	
reflected	in	one	of	the	key	KPI’s	that	is	monitored	at	board,	being	
cash	conversion	targets.	For	the	March	2021	financial	year	these	
were exceeded with the Group recording a rate of 106.1% (2020: 
102.5%). The group is on track with its cash targets for the current 
financial	year.

 
Visibility
Financial performance will be monitored, reviewed and shared 
with colleagues to ensure engagement, understanding and input 
at every level. This links into colleague incentivisation supporting 
our aim of being a better business for all.

Commercial governance 
 
Liberty reduces business risk by maintaining real-time visibility of performance, 
a robust risk management approach and auditable systems and processes.

Risk management
The Risk Panel comprised of Liberty SLT members hold quarterly meetings to 
review and update the Liberty strategic risk register which links directly to the 
needs and expectations of our interested stakeholders through our integrated 
management system.

Liberty recognises that:

• Management has the responsibility to plan and systematically approach  
the	identification,	evaluation	and	control	of	risks

• All Managers have the responsibility for the effective control of risk

• Management needs to provide assurance to the Board that the key risks  
have	been	identified	and	the	controls	put	in	place	to	mitigate	those	risks	 
are effective

• Internal controls and required management actions/controls are updated  
as part of the quarterly review
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Historical results

Turnover 

EBITDA - before group recharges

EBITDA - after group recharges

PBT

%

%

%

76,391

3,360

1,838

(188)

4.4%

2.4%

(0.2%)

82,918

4,292

2,523

5.2%

3.0%

0.3%

98,568 

5,611

3,311

1,061

5.7%

3.4%

1.1%

85,600

5,557

3,593

493

6.5%

4.2%

0.6%

95,326

5,523 

5,203

2,316

5.8%

5.5%

2.4%

503,812

25,354

16,779 

2,169

5.0%

3.3%

0.4%

Cumulative
2021/22
£’000

Forecast
2021/22
£’000

Actual
2020/21
£’000

Actual
2019/20
£’000

Actual
2018/19
£’000

Actual
2017/18
£’000

252

5-year forecast

Turnover 

EBITDA - after group recharges

PBT

%

%

85,600

3,593

493

4.2% 

0.6%

95,326

5,203

2,316

5.5%

2.43%

106,388

6,180

2,918

5.8%

2.74%

117,168 

7,285

3,590

6.2%

3.1%

125,499

7,705

4,010

6.1%

3.2%

Forecast
 2024/25
£’000

Forecast
2023/24
£’000

Forecast
2022/23
£’000

Forecast
2021/22
£’000

Actual
2020/21
£’000

On the back of a challenging year, the directors are pleased 
with	the	results	which	show	a	Profit	Before	Tax	(PBT)	of	
£0.493m.	When	the	impact	of	COVID-19	was	first	felt	March	
2020 we predicted a £1.5m loss for the 2020/21 year. It is 
testament to the hard work and dedication of the Liberty staff 
that	we	ended	the	year	with	a	profit.

The	profit	for	the	2020/21	year	was	underpinned	by	ongoing	
investment into Liberty through its people, process and 
systems. This investment, coupled with a drive to improve 

margin through relationship building with customers who 
want a long-term partnership, has shown positive results 
and helped to mitigate the impact of the pandemic. 

For	the	2021/22	financial	year	we	are	forecasting	a	PBT	of	
£2.3m, building upon the foundations laid of recent years, as 
we look to grow our offering, with high customer and client 
satisfaction essential to our mission to be the go-to people
for property services.
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Margin enhancement
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Digital and self-service channels enable clients to access real time  
management information. 

The service centre provides a national business service with a local  
profile	for	clients	through	various	channels.

Continuous improvement
Continuous improvement is a key focus, and through the involvement of 
colleagues, clients and customers, as well as the Innovation Forum, we will 
constantly think ahead.

We will utilise performance management systems and techniques to help 
colleagues	to	improve	efficiency	and	performance	across	all	parts	of	the	 
Liberty business.

Mark Sullivan
Group Director  
of ICT

Efficiency	and
continuous improvement
Works management systems
Liberty has invested in and developed works management  
systems	ensuring	real	time	visibility	of	workflow	and	driving	a	 
right	first-time	outcome	for	customers.	Systems	work	intuitively	 
- providing clients with meaningful data about their asset  
performance, compliance and tenant behaviour, whilst giving 
stakeholders visibility of how we operate. We will continue to 
improve the way we interact with customers, through enhanced 
system functionality and self-serve options such as the new  
Liberty Portal and PowerBI dashboards.

Communication channels
As we continue on our digitalisation journey, customers and 
clients will have greater choice about how they contact Liberty.

Systems such as webchat already allow customers to contact 
Liberty digitally at times to suit them, and we continue to grow 
and develop our digital customer contact routes to ensure that 
dealing with Liberty is easy, hassle-free, and intuitive for the 
customer.

Key achievements

410 
Staff members enabled 
to work remotely due 
to technology being 
implemented

2 
Finance systems 
consolidated 
improving	workflows	
and processes for the 
finance	team

40 
Clients accessed their 
information in real-time 
due to the launch of a 
new Liberty Portal

36
PowerBI dashboards 
designed and 
implemented enabling 
the business to self 
serve with real-time 
information
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Efficiency	and	
continuous 
improvement 
in action
A new smarter, common-sense 
approach to delivering services 
is allowing Liberty to create 
altogether better outcomes for 
Portsmouth City Council (PCC) 
and its customers. 
 

Liberty, which is responsible for installing, servicing and maintaining gas boilers 
for around 15,000 homes in the area, has adopted an approach known as 
systems thinking and placed it at the core of the contract’s delivery.

The approach – known as the Vanguard Method of systems thinking – has seen 
Liberty work in partnership with PCC to map out their processes for every 
job, talking to staff and customers, visiting suppliers and shadowing jobs from 
start	to	finish.

Liberty introduced a new system based around a multi-skilled approach that 
allowed a single gas engineer visiting a property to carry out installations, 
repairs and servicing which would have previously required three specialists to 
carry out the one job. 

This involved training up all Liberty engineers through its Liberate ACS Blue 
Flame accredited training academy. Delivery drivers were also hired specially 
to collect and deliver parts to engineers if they were on a job and they did not 
have	a	specific	part	in	their	van	stock.

Using insight to ensure customers were contacted in their preferred way 
resulted	in	75%	of	all	services	being	completed	within	five	days	from	first	
contact.	This	approach	also	significantly	improved	the	no	access	rate	which	
dropped from 33% to 8%. 

Meredydd Hughes, Assistant Director of Building Services at Portsmouth City 
Council said: “It is encouraging to see Liberty continually challenge the way they 
deliver gas services whilst keeping customers’ needs at the heart of what they do.”

By looking at the whole system in a common sense, intelligence driven way, 
Liberty	has	not	only	been	able	to	create	significant	efficiencies	for	PCC,	but	
importantly is creating better outcomes for customers, completing more in  
one visit and minimising disruption.

This is a key part of our commitment to doing our best to enable clients and 
their customers to be their best. 

Liberty has two main business units;

• Heating and compliance services  
which specialises in heating, water and electrical 
compliance testing, servicing, installation and 
maintenance, and the design, installation and 
maintenance of mechanical and electrical 
installations such as sprinklers, solar PV and  
battery storage.

• Repairs, maintenance and construction 
which focuses on whole property repairs and 
maintenance including both reactive and planned 
improvement programmes.

We will maintain these specialisms and focus on 
growth in these areas. However, other specialist  
areas will be developed in areas which are currently 
not associated with the Liberty brand. 

The customer journey
Liberty takes ownership of the customer journey for 
clients, doing the right thing for the customer across 
all workstreams.

We responsibly manage the work ensuring the 
customer is safe in our hands.Our 

services

S E C T I O N  0 3
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Karen Sloan
Managing Director  
of Heating and  
Compliance

Heating and  
compliance services
Liberty specialises in compliance services, including heating, 
water	and	electrical	safety;	the	MD	of	the	division	is	Karen	Sloan.

The estimated UK market size of heating and compliance is £950m 
per annum. We will retain our successful approach of providing 
standardised operational processes with enough local variation 
to meet the local needs of clients and customers. The approach – 
providing regional directors with regional infrastructure, backed 
by local delivery teams – remains successful. This brings clients 
the	benefit	of	national	scale,	size	and	unrivalled	experience	and	
knowledge, right on their doorstep.

We will continue to focus on the customer journey/customer 
experience and aim to improve customer satisfaction. We have 
introduced Net Promoter Scores for customers which allows us 
to benchmark performance and carry out analysis and identify 
opportunities for continuous improvement. 

We are reducing the number of times customers need to interact with us, 
reducing	waste	and	maximising	service	efficiency.	For	example,	we	are	reducing	
and simplifying the customer touch points and introducing multi-channel 
communications such as web chat. We are developing new technology which 
is enabling engineers to complete broader compliance and asset management 
checks whilst inside customers’ homes. This will dramatically reduce the 
number of visits needed to monitor and track stock condition information and 
compliance.	We	are	always	striving	to	achieve	a	high	first-time	fix	rate	and	to	
deliver a one call, one visit, one repair approach.

We will also provide live data to enable clients to make better decisions, 
whilst	significantly	reducing	the	impact	on	customers	and	improving	their	
experience. As gas safety checks are cyclical and often undertaken every 10 or 
11 months, we are in a unique position. In some cases, we are the only landlord 
representative that customers see all year. 

We	want	to	work	with	clients	to	make	every	visit	count;	to	look	at	how	we	can	offer	
other services and innovations and help meet the client’s objectives.  Our 2020 
servicing performance exceeded the Housemark benchmark and we offer clients 
visibility and reassurance of this key legal requirement. 

Key achievements

93% 
Technical audit  
pass rate

+52 
Net Promoter Score  
for	the	financial	year

+39% 
Apprentices increased 
from 23 to 32

+23% 
Productivity increased 
to 9 from 7.33 jobs  
per day

100% 
Compliance on  
25 contracts

82 
Customer satisfaction 
with ‘quality of work’ 
in the Heating and 
Compliance division

100% 
Contractual gas 
compliance

87
Customer satisfaction 
with ‘operative 
professionalism’ 
in the Heating and 
Compliance division
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Heating repairs
Our inhouse service centre which is operational 24 hours per day, 
365 days per year ensures customer heating systems are protected 
round the clock. We ensure all upgrades and breakdowns are 
managed through to completion and clients and customers are 
kept informed throughout the process.

Heating installation
We work closely with clients to provide affordable energy and 
heating service requirements that are right for them and their 
tenants.	Our	experienced,	qualified	engineers	ensure	the	highest	
standards of service, delivering high quality large-scale heating 
installations	in	an	efficient	way. 

Heating services
We protect clients’ assets with cyclical heating maintenance 
services. Appropriately registered engineers complete all 
inspections with limited disruption to customers, providing  
real-time data to clients on progress and performance.

Water testing and treatment
Liberty keeps people safe from legionnaires disease through routine 
testing and maintenance of systems, ensuring a long-term plan is in 
place for all clients to manage and minimise the risk in their assets.

Trailblazing Karen talks journey in the industry.

Managing Director of Heating and Compliance, Karen 
Sloan has had quite the journey over her 20 years in the 
industry. After her soldier husband Tony was pensioned 
out of the army through injury, Karen found herself in the 
position of being the main provider for her husband and 
three children.

Karen’s persistence and determination saw her become a 
branch	manager;	responsible	for	11	contracts	and	45,000	
properties. This led to further development as Karen 
became Regional Operations Manager responsible for 
offices	in	North	and	South	Wales,	Manchester,	the	Wirral	
and Scotland. In 2014, she joined another company to 
head up their commercial division before joining Liberty 
in 2017 where she is now Managing Director of Heating & 
Compliance. 

“People” is Karen’s clear response when asked what her 
focus is at Liberty. “I want to make sure teams understand 
what they have to do to achieve, I want to motivate them 
to drive performance and also support them where we 
need development. In all the roles I have carried out, I’m 
proud that my priority has been helping understand what 
they need to achieve. This has been done through support 
but also robust performance management so that people 
understand the consequences of when we get things 
wrong and how we can work together to put them right”. 

Karen	is	excited	about	the	future	of	the	division;	“The	gas	
industry will change due to legislation over coming years, 
I’m	confident	this	won’t	impact	us	in	a	negative	fashion	as	
customers will have gas systems that will need maintaining. 
I’m excited about broadening our offer to clients and 
seeing what that will look like encompassing water 
compliance, electrical compliance and a more rounded 
offering.”

Karen’s role as Heating & Compliance MD at Liberty is 
something unique as we are unaware of any other women 
holding such a position currently in the industry. Whilst the 
housing industry does tend to see more women in senior 
leadership roles, it’s still rare in the contracting industry 
and indeed in UK business in general. In July 2018, the 
Guardian reported, “On FTSE 100 boards, the percentage 
of	women	in	leadership	positions	has	flatlined	for	a	fourth	
year at 9.7%.”

“Just as being a woman shouldn’t be seen as a barrier to 
obtaining a senior leadership role, neither should lack 
of technical experience,” Karen explained. “I’d say 5% of 
a senior role would be technical experience, the rest is 
more about people, processes, relationship management, 
performance management and budget management.”

Case study
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Delivering excellence without compromise
At	the	start	of	financial	year	2020/21	our	average	service	 
and repair engineer daily productivity of completed jobs 
was	6.63;	by	the	end	of	the	year	this	had	risen	to	consistently	
performing above 8. 

We provide: 

• Qualified,	experienced	engineers

• 24/7 support, 365 days a year

• Dynamic appointment schedules

• Diligent customer care and contact

• Exceptional access and completion levels

Bad weather in February and March is always 
a challenge for us, but Liberty were prepared, 
and deployed 4x4 vehicles to get engineers 
through snow to some of our remote 
customers. The weather warnings worked 
really well to support planning, and whilst 
repairs increased by 200 on the previous 
month,	KPIs	and	servicing	figures	were 
maintained.
Hamish Laird, Servicing Manager at 
Wrexham County Borough Council

Operations Manager Dennis Hassan delivered the training sessions over two interactive 
sessions and one lunch time staff open event where delegates from Exeter City Council 
learnt about the different heating systems that Exeter City Council tenants have in their 
homes, along with how to better understand the breakdown so they could give the tailored 
advice and best practice aligned to the latest industry regulations.

The hands-on training was also tailored to each group’s roles. Call handlers learned how 
to deliver more of a people-focused approach and how to better assist the tenant over 
the	phone.	Tenant	Liaison	Officers	gained	extra	insights	into	controls	for	when	they	visited	
properties	so	that	they	could	assist	tenants	with	setting	their	heating	controls	efficiently,	and	
Technical Surveyors went through a deep dive into new regulations around unsafe situations 
electrically looking into Boiler Plus controls and new chemical cleaning of central heating 
systems to comply with BS7593:2019.

Feedback received from the attendees said that the session has helped them in their current 
role and that they had really enjoyed the interaction with Liberty and learning something new.

The partnership with Exeter City Council will continue, with Liberty planning more training 
sessions in the future.

Case study
Wanting to deliver the best 
possible service, Exeter  
City Council asked Liberty 
to provide in-house training 
offered to 48 employees 
from their back office and 
contact centre.
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Electrical compliance
We successfully deliver inspection and testing of electrical  
systems for clients in England and Wales, ensuring that  
appropriate	certification	is	in	place	to	provide	assurance	 
of safety and compliance for clients.

Plant room maintenance and installation
We	carry	out	plant	room/commercial	heating	and	retrofit	works	
for existing buildings. This includes social housing tower blocks, 
apartments, care homes, schools and commercial buildings.

We’re	a	trusted	partner,	delivering	efficiency	through	increasing	
output, reducing demand and reducing emissions.

Our work includes the design, installation and maintenance of:

• Specialist,	energy	efficient	district	heating

• Lighting

• Ventilation

• Heating, ventilation and air conditioning,  
electrical wiring systems

• Fire safety
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Liberty has delivered new boiler installations, working for 
E.ON UK plc. as part of Plymouth Council’s Warm Homes Fund 
programme. The scheme supported a St Budeaux resident to 
have a fully funded gas central heating installed in his home.

Stanley Terry, who is 91 this year, heard about the scheme after 
receiving a home visit from a Plymouth Energy Community Advisor.

Working with delivery partner E.ON, Plymouth Council’s Low Carbon 
Team were able to install a boiler and radiators into Mr Terry’s home 
for free – ensuring the whole property was warm and much more 
affordable to heat.

Mr Terry said: “I survived on one fan heater for years, moving it  
around as I moved rooms. It’s wonderful – I wake up in the morning 
and it’s warm.”

The Warm Homes Fund is provided by the National Grid and run by 
Affordable	Warmth	Solutions,	it	aims	to	install	200	first	time	central	
heating systems in owner occupied and private rented properties 
who are struggling with fuel poverty. The scheme is open to private 
households who currently do not have central heating and are 
struggling to pay their energy bills.

Case study
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We remain at the forefront of emerging technologies ensuring 
clients receive the very latest advice and guidance and are able 
to harness the potential of these new technologies. We offer 
advisory services covering: 

• Sustainable strategy – design, scoping and development 
through the NetZero Collective

• Installation, monitoring and maintenance 

• Legislative assessments 

• Energy need and usage assessments 

• Energy monitoring and targeting 

• Funding and incentive scheme advice 

• Carbon reduction advice and monitoring

We are continually evolving our expertise in renewable 
technology delivery through our partnership with NetZero 
Collective and also direct works with clients to help them  
achieve their carbon reduction objectives. We carry out ECO 
funded	installations;	working	with	a	number	of	partners	to	 
deliver affordable heating system installations.

Renewable energy
Liberty has extensive experience in specialist, renewable energy 
technology including solar, battery storage, air source heat  
pumps and ground source heat pumps. We provide this expertise 
to	improve	the	energy	efficiency	of	clients’	buildings	and	reduce	 
fuel consumption for customers. 

Our aim is to help clients and customers save money and lower 
their carbon emissions.

This adds value for clients through: 

• Efficient,	hassle-free	installation	

• Excellent UK based customer service 

For example, as an installation supplier of smart energy storage 
systems, storing free solar energy or cheap off-peak electricity  
from the grid, we can provide added value to clients through:

• Lowered electricity usage 

• Increased energy independence 

• Reduced carbon emissions 

• Income generation for landlords 
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Ian Elsey
Director of Repairs, 
Maintenance and  
Construction

Repairs, maintenance
and construction
The estimated UK market size of repairs and maintenance is £3b 
per annum. We will remain a repairs and maintenance specialist 
and continue to offer high quality responsive repairs, planned 
maintenance and void management. We undertake all aspects of 
maintaining homes, from cyclical works to emergency works, to 
planned improvements.

We focus on working on the right type of contracts, as this allows 
us to invest in the infrastructure, people and mobilisation that is 
necessary to deliver a quality and people-focused service. We  
will continue to work nationwide in existing regions to deliver a 
whole-property solution.

Liberty’s whole-property approach means clients can access 
all the services they need, such as asset management, void 
management and grounds maintenance.

We maximise the value of clients’ properties by ensuring robust 
budgetary planning and management, effective management of 
void turnaround and estate management.

We work for property providers that procure long-term contracts, covering a 
wider scope of works than traditionally procured. This includes minimising touch 
points for the client and their tenants by using Liberty as a single contractor to 
provide more services.

We will focus more closely on contracts that are aligned to client and customer 
requirements, as opposed to the traditional transactional schedule of rates, to 
provide more collaboration and meaningful value to both client and customer.

Responsive repairs
We tailor responsive repairs and maintenance services to meet the strategic 
aims	of	clients.	We	operate	with	an	upper	quartile	first-time	fix	rate	and	ensure	 
a	first-class	service	is	delivered	through	a	dedicated	call	centre	available	24	
hours a day, 365 days a year.

Key achievements

Recovery	to	profitability	
after COVID-19

Incorporated new build 
and refurbishment 
working into the 
business division

Won work in North 
West / Wales

c£5m 
Highest ever sales  
in March 2021

+48 
Net Promoter Score  
for	the	financial	year

80 
Customer satisfaction 
with ‘quality of 
work’ in the Repairs, 
Maintenance and 
Construction division

86 
Customer satisfaction  
with ‘operative 
professionalism’ in the 
Repairs, Maintenance  
and Construction division
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After having been relatively healthy for most of my life, it was a shock 
to	be	severely	hit	by	COVID-19,	with	little	I	could	do	to	fight	against	
the illness. 

As the pandemic took hold, I was very cautious around the 
workplace. I followed all the restrictions, being careful around 
handwashing, social distancing and ensuring that colleagues worked 
from home wherever possible.  Despite these measures, I contracted 
COVID-19 in March 2020.

I focused on trying to overcome the physical symptoms of COVID-19 
when	I	came	out	of	hospital,	but	I	was	unprepared	for	the	significant	
mental health challenges that I would also face. I found that I 
really struggled with the feelings of guilt of being off work when 
colleagues were going through a tough time, as well as dealing with 
the	advice	from	my	doctor	that	there	was	no	quick	fix	and	that	it	
could take months to fully recover. 

Once the doctor had advised me that I was virus free and the worst 
was over, I knew I needed to turn my attention to dealing with the 
impact on my mental health.  I sought support from Healthshield’s 
counselling service which is available to all colleagues at Liberty, and 
this	was	a	vital	first	step	in	tackling	the	trauma	I’d	experienced.	

The service was very accessible and the People Team helped me in 
making the referral.  I was contacted within 24 hours by a counsellor 
who had an initial assessment call with me where we talked through 
what was troubling me. Following that I had ten online sessions of 
around an hour where the counsellor broke down my issues. It gave 
me the chance to talk the through and helped me reach solutions. 

Case study
The MD of the division is 
Ian Elsey who shares his 
experiences after battling 
COVID-19 and outlining  
the support we provide  
to our people.
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Planned property maintenance
We	work	closely	with	clients	to	offer	an	efficient,	high	quality,	
maintenance service and to preserve the value and condition of 
their properties. Working to an agreed schedule, highly skilled 
teams manage cost, compliance and customer care to ensure the 
smoothest service delivery and the highest levels.

Cleaning and caretaking
We carry out cleaning and caretaking services for a range of clients’ 
low-rise and high-rise blocks. This includes keeping shared areas of 
a property clean, answering customer questions and arranging for 
repairs to be carried out.

Fire stopping works
We	are	expanding	into	specialist	works	such	as	fire	stopping	in	a	
range	of	properties;	mainly	high-rise	and	low-rise	properties.	We	
can	offer	clients	passive	fire	protection	in	their	properties	which	
maintain	the	fireproofing	of	a	wall	or	floor	assembly	which	impedes	
the	spread	of	fire	and	smoke.	

Void properties
Liberty’s trusted voids teams specialise in securing, repairing and 
maintaining vacant properties. They provide the complete solution 
for residential or commercial owners and managers, ensuring 
properties are up, running and back on the market using the most 
efficient,	cost-effective	means.
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Equipment and adaptations
Liberty is the contractor of choice for property equipment and 
adaptations. Through a simple, straightforward service we 
help manage cost, compliance and quality for clients whilst 
meeting the needs of customers via state-of-the-art property 
improvements.

Grounds maintenance
Liberty deliver grounds maintenance services to over 2 million 
square metres of ground across the UK. Our expert team of 
gardeners and arboriculturists deliver a range of services 
including grass cutting, hedge trimming, and management of 
trees,	flower	beds	and	topiary.	The	specialist	tree	services	team	
provides tree surveys and reports, providing arboricultural 
surveys for social housing providers, private households, 
residents, and local businesses throughout the North West, 
conducted in line with British Standard 5837-2012. We have our 
own arboricultural team of tree surgeons that carry out tree 
works in line with British Standard BS 3998:2010.

Liberty won the tender to complete all of  
Arcon’s response repairs and void 
property repairs against stiff opposition.

They started the contract in October 2017  
and since then their performance has 
been excellent. The set up and ongoing 
management of the contract by Dave Conlon 
and his team made for a seamless transition, 
and if there have been any problems or 
complaints from our customers, they have 
ensured that they are resolved as quickly  
as possible.

They have a ‘can do’ attitude and will ensure 
any repairs are completed where possible at 
the	first	visit.

Their voids team have worked closely with 
our housing team and we are achieving a 
zero-day turnaround on many of our void 
properties.

The KPIs at May 2021 are customer 
satisfaction 98% appointments made and 
kept	99.12%	with	a	first-time	fix	95.54%.

I	am	very	satisfied	with	their	performance	 
and the service they provide to our tenants. 
 
David Lovelady, Operations Director, 
Arcon Housing Association Ltd

Liberty’s voids team worked alongside landlord ForHousing 
and Salford City Council to provide emergency accommodation 
during the COVID-19 pandemic.

Salford City Council approached landlords in the local area for 
support to provide emergency accommodation to people who 
were homeless during lockdown. These were people who were in 
B&Bs, were staying temporarily in one room accommodation or 
who became homeless during lockdown. Additional temporary 
accommodation was needed to enable people to stay safe and to 
have the space they needed to appropriately socially distance with 
their household members.

Liberty worked with partners to refurbish, decorate and furnish 
139 ForHousing properties, as well as many others owned by other 
landlords in the city.

Through this partnership, Salford City Council provided 
accommodation and support to people in the city during this 
period, providing homes for people to move into that were 
welcoming and secure. 

Case study
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Construction and refurbishment works
As part of Liberty’s commitment to provide every property related  
service within one business, we also deliver new build construction 
and property refurbishment works, utilising multiple construction 
methods. 

We have everything you need under one roof:

• Multi-trade operatives

• 24/7 support, 365 days a year

• Top tier accreditations and risk management

• Real time performance and data

• Collaborative partnerships with all Stakeholders

Case study
Liberty, the go-to people  
for property services have  
completed a ground-breaking 
project at Nant Silyn, which  
saw the first council homes  
built in Wrexham for  
30 years.

Originally home to a disused and boarded up care home, Nant Silyn was the 
site of anti-social behaviour which was transformed into 14 much needed social 
housing properties.

The ground-breaking £2.2 million project delivered for Wrexham County 
Borough Council (WCBC), was a challenging brief as we strived to ensure 
Wrexham’s	first	social	housing	site	since	1991	was	worth	the	wait.

The site comprises of 14 units made up of eight one-bedroom apartments, four 
two-bedroom houses, a one-bedroom bungalow, and a two-bedroom bungalow 
which	was	designed	and	specified	internally	to	meet	the	specific	needs	for	a	tenant	
that WCBC had lined up.

As the site was within close proximity to the River Gwenfro, the proposed 
development needed to be built for tomorrow, not just today. The local 
environmental factors made an impact on the planning stage to ensure the 
properties would stand the test of time.

Sustainability	was	key;	we	incorporated	flood	resilient	construction	to	minimise	
the	impact	of	any	future	flooding,	built	a	badger	run	and	fencing	to	protect	
local wildlife and installed rooftop solar panels and battery storage in the homes.

Councillor	David	Griffiths,	Lead	Member	for	Place	-	Housing,	said:	“This	was	an	
ambitious project for Wrexham Council and has supplied 14 lifetime homes for 
our tenants.

“I’m very pleased that we’re constructing Council homes and the properties 
have	gone	a	long	way	to	fulfilling	the	housing	need	of	some	of	the	most	
vulnerable people in our communities.”
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Liberty service centre
We operate a 24/7 service centre that offer customer focused 
provision and support for over 60 clients across all of our  
service divisions. Services are provided both centrally and  
locally, dependent upon contractual requirements.

We deliver a seamless customer service offering, including 
bespoke contact numbers, greetings and contact methods to 
complement each client’s preferred approach.

We	focus	on	providing	excellent	contact	quality	and	first-time	
resolution;	ensuring	staff	are	knowledgeable	and	have	the	skills	 
to provide correct diagnostics.

Excellent standards ensure high levels of customer and client 
satisfaction, and demonstrable value for money.

Liberty’s service centre offers call handling, web chat, email,  
text and automated customer satisfaction surveys to provide  
an omni-channel service centre function.

During	the	last	financial	year,	we	handled	a	total	of	279,486	calls.	

The Liberate Academy
Our internal training academy, Liberate, is a critical part of 
Liberty’s success and growth, providing a range of up-to-date 
courses	and	assessments,	facilitated	by	a	fully	qualified	training	
team, in professional surroundings.

The centre forms part of our approach to meet the training 
challenges faced industry wide that are associated with 
decarbonisation.

Liberate’s modern assessment centre and experienced team are 
Blue Flame Accredited, which ensures all training is delivered to 
the best and latest industry standards. Bringing together the  
latest in equipment, tools and training techniques for operatives 
who	are	seeking	ACS	certification	and	Gas	Safe	Registration.

Liberate is pivotal to developing the workforce of the future, and 
supporting regional centres of excellence, to deliver the transition 
to	decarbonised	heating	and	whole-home	retrofits.

Since 2018, 354 engineers have been through the Academy
for courses, as well as 27 external engineers. At present, 6.8%
of Liberty’s workforce are apprentices and we will continue
to invest to increase this number.

In addition, we will begin to sell training services to external 
contractors and clients.

This will include trade related courses, as well as housing 
management and business training.

Our objective is to increase the level of internally delivered 
training to 80%.

On our contract with Crawley Borough 
Council we have also developed a 
renewables offering, providing training 
courses through our relationship with the 
local college.

Additionally, via our resident upskilling 
programmes, several long-term 
unemployed residents have now created  
a micro-enterprise whereby they deliver  
a service of cleaning installed solar panels. 
The scheme has been a huge success, 
offering end to end benefits for all 
involved.

From the moment they bid for the tender 
and through a very tight mobilisation 
period, Liberty have focused on 
understanding our needs, providing both 
local and high-level support to ensure  
the smoothest possible transition. Already, 
this is more of a partnership than a 
traditional contract.

Ian Miles,  
Health, Safety and Compliance Lead, 
Exeter City Council
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